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1

Introduction

Stakeholders were invited to Highbury at 7.30pm on 28th February to find out about the
progress of the restoration project and the plans for the resubmission of the Heritage Lottery
Fund application (March 2018).
There was a private viewing in the Drawing Room of a newly commissioned film about the
Chamberlain Family and the history of Highbury. A Q&A session took place and an update
on the Trust’s and key stakeholders’ activities for the year.
The 25 participants were invited to make additional suggestions for events and activities to
take place at Highbury.
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Plans for Highbury

The architect and landscape plans below were presented to attendees.

Figure 1: Landscape Plans
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Figure 2: Architect Plans
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3

Record of Q&As

Attendees were invited to take part in a Q&A session, with Trustees Alison Millward and Les
Sparks answering the questions.
Q: Are there any greenhouses at Highbury and are they part of the restoration project?
A: No, there are no greenhouses and they aren’t going to be part of the restoration. We are
however going to tell a story about Chamberlain’s Orchids, thanks to the help of Matt
Westbrook.
Q: Have you thought about offering horse and carriage rides?
A: No we haven’t but we will explore this.
Q: What would be involved in increasing Highbury’s listing to Grade I?
A: Historic England has said that we can apply for Highbury to be re-graded by either going
on a waiting list (a long one) or we can pay a four figure sum to get the grading reconsidered
more quickly. Highbury has recently been put on the Heritage At Risk Register.
Q: Is it too early to think about the role of volunteers?
A: No, volunteers will be fundamental going forwards and it is critical that we have
volunteers to share the workload. We will have a part time property manager and a part time
Community Engagement and Volunteering Officer who will co-ordinate activities and a
volunteer team.
Q: Has any parking provision been made?
A: Yes it has (please refer to landscape plan). We organised overspill parking in Uffculme
School on Yew Tree Road and the City Council depot on Queensbridge Road for the 2016
and 2017 Heritage Open Days which provided more than sufficient capacity for 600 – 900
visitors.
Q: Are coach parties expected?
A: Yes and we will negotiate bays to be laid out on Yew Tree Road.
Q: How far do you envisage the view of the property will be seen from?
A: We want the house to be seen by people from the park. At the moment, people aren’t
aware of the house. We will do the minimum to open the views up.
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Record of new event and activity ideas

4.1
CHT
Trustee Alison Millward reported that the HLF Activity Plan ideas had been further developed
to include more events and activities on the themes of:
• Governance and leadership
• Schools Parliament
• Citizen science
• Drama
• International Women’s Day
• An Edwardian and WW1 themed Heritage Open Day in 2018.
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Stakeholders then ventured the ideas listed below.
4.2
Springfield Road History Group (women’s local history group in Kings Heath)
We want to work with you to research Kings Heath people who worked at Highbury in the
past.
4.3
Local resident
Public tours should take place on the themes of domestic housing design and the public
housing legacy of the Chamberlains and Nettlefolds.
4.4
Fourth Wall Theatre
Fourth Wall Theatre want to bring the heritage of Highbury alive through original drama
performances.
4.5
Local resident
Horse and carriage rides should be offered at Highbury.
4.6
Local resident
A Cluedo night should be run at Highbury.
4.7
Birmingham Civic Society
Through the Next Generation Awards, we want to award the young people who you will be
engaging with in the heritage and legacy issues of Highbury.
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Stakeholder briefings

Highbury Park Friends highlighted current work on their new tree leaflet and a forthcoming
presentation by Prof Peter Marsh on the Chamberlains.
Highbury Orchard CIC highlighted their ongoing work on Stick Around for adults with health
and well-being needs and new initiatives for home-schooled children and children with
delayed development.
Matt Westbrook (a local artist) described emerging plans to propagate orchid and fruit tree
seedlings for a citizen science and art project in collaboration with scientists at the University
of Birmingham and Kew Gardens.
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List of Attendees

David Papadopoulos
Liz Wright
Anne Gilbert
Kathy Carter
Rob Townsend
Bram Scott
Keith G
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Highbury Orchard Community CIC
Highbury Orchard Community CIC
Highbury Park Friends
4 Seasons Garden Project
Highbury Park Friends
Local resident
Local resident

Jonathan Ross
R Greenhill
David Low
Pam Dixon
Penny Colbourne
Matt Westbrook
Carol Townsend
Lucy Bailey-Wright
James Brennan
Eileen Scott
Theresa Daly
James Crawford
Chrissie Tipping
Carol McKeown
Rosi Edwards
Stuart Scott
Graeme Hodges
CHT
Alison Millward
Les Sparks
Sarah Edwards
Rachel Wassall
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Local resident
University of Birmingham
Victorian Society
Springfield Road History Group
Birmingham Civic Society Blue Plaque
Artist
Local resident
Fourth Wall Theatre Group
Newman University
Local resident
Local resident
Local resident
Local resident
RARRA
Local resident
Local resident
Local resident
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